AM335X_ICE Board

-See the Hardware Implementation Document for design details
-See the Hardware User Guide for board details
-See the PCB Build Specification for PCB Details
Check Hardware User's Guide for Boot Sequence Details

---

**ETHERNET LEDS**

- LED_1 4,6
- LED_2 4,6
- LED_3 4,6

**PROFINET Power ON**

- LED_4 4,6

**FET SWITCH**

- 4,6 PRI_MII_LINK_SPEED
- 11 PRU_ETH0_COL_PROC

**SYS BOOT BUFFERS**

- C275 0.01uF
- DGND
- R37 10K, 1%
- R56 DNI
- R54 10K, 1%
- R53 DNI
- R52 DNI
- R50 10K, 1%
- R49 DNI
- R45 10K, 1%
- R48 DNI
- R44 10K, 1%
- R43 DNI
- R277 4.7K

---

**SYSTEM BOOT CONFIGURATION**

- PR1_MII_MT0_CLK 4
- PR1_MII0_TXEN 4,11
- PR1_MII0_TXD3 3,12
- PR1_MII0_TXD2 3,12
- PR1_MII0_TXD1 3,10,12
- PR1_MII0_TXD0
- GPIO2_12 4,8
- GPIO2_13 4,8

---

**Check Hardware User's Guide for Boot Sequence Details**
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